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LPC-19-25099
1 East 70th Street and 10 East 71st Street - The Frick Collection - Individual Landmark
Manhattan - Block 1385 - Lot 1 Zoning R8B an CD: 8 
Public Hearing on Proposed Alterations

Application for CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
A French Louis XVI style mansion designed by  Carrère & Hastings and built in 1913-14, and altered by John Russell Pope in 
1931-35; an Italian Renaissance Revival style art reference library designed by John Russell Pope and built in 1931-35; a 
Beaux-Arts style reception hall addition designed by Bayley, Van Dyke, and Poehler and built in 1977; and a viewing garden
designed by Russell Page and built in 1977. Application is to construct rooftop and rear yard additions; install barrier-free 
access ramps and windows; and reconstruct the garden.

Good Morning, Chair Srinivasan, Commissioners, and Staff,

I’m Theodore Grunewald, Vice President of the Committee to Save the New York Public Library. Our 
organization initiated a successful 2013 lawsuit against the trustees of the NYPL to halt Foster and 
Partner’s proposed demolition of the stacks at Carrère and Hastings 42nd St. Central Research Library.

Any proposed work on a landmark is subject to Commission review if it affects any part of a landmark 
property. While it is understood that the Frick Collection interiors are not landmarked, the 
Commission has the right to consider the effects of this proposal upon a potential interior landmark.

Accordingly, I have completed and am here submitting to the Commission today, an urgent Request 
For Evaluation (RFE) [attached] for three rooms representative of the Frick’s layered history; the 1914 
Carrère and Hastings West Gallery and Enamels Room of the original residence, and two institutional 
expansions; the 1935 John Russell Pope Music Room, and the 1977 John Barrington Bayley Reception 
Hall—both of which are threatened with complete erasure by the proposal before you today.

Every person in this room today has heard the familiar rhetoric of demolition. “it has never worked 
well for its intended function”, “the space does not work well as a gallery”, “it offers poor sound 
quality “,  “considerable constraints of our site”,  “need to optimize our existing spaces”, “unable to 
accommodate audience demand”, “limitations of a curvilinear gallery”,  “often we must introduce 
false walls to accommodate programmatic needs”, “repurposing is appropriate” —all direct quotes 
from the Frick’s “community relations” flack. —Again, and again, and again we hear the same cries 
used to justify the destruction of countless landmarks—modernization MUST prevail; that railway 
station, these theater spaces, those hotel interiors are “out-of-date, obsolete, inefficient, old-
fashioned, too small, redundant, not historically important, ugly.” Most people present today will 
recall a 1963 letter to the New York Times from the President of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
who asked, “does it make any sense to preserve a building as a ‘monument’?”

The interior demolition of both John Russell Pope's round Music Room, & John Barrington Bayley's 
Reception Hall overlooking the now-saved Russell Page garden is pure idiocy—their destruction offers 
no compelling trade-offs in return.
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      Proposed new gallery replacing the Music Room
      

John Russell Pope's intimate, top-lit Music Room—that the Frick plans to destroy to make way for a 
bland, low-ceiled gallery on the main floor and for administrative offices on the second—has flawless 
acoustics, and has been in heavy demand as a concert venue since it was completed in 1935. 
Destroying the Frick's Music Room—a chamber concert venue beloved for generations—is an erasure 
of New York City's cultural & civic memory:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n946fcxvydk2qvb/Frick-Collection_Music-Room_Concert-listing-book-
2017.pdf?dl=0

 

John Russell Pope's toplit Music Room is also a true multipurpose space—used for concerts, lectures, 
and as a gallery.
It’s a genius move—when one thinks of the many halls in museums that sit empty & unused between 
lectures or performances.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/n946fcxvydk2qvb/Frick-Collection_Music-Room_Concert-listing-book-2017.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n946fcxvydk2qvb/Frick-Collection_Music-Room_Concert-listing-book-2017.pdf?dl=0
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Gutting the Frick's Reception Hall—an extremely early, important example of Postmodernism—treats 
John Barrington Bayley’s pavilion as a mere shell to be filled, ignoring its integral spatial connection to 
the Page garden. Upon its completion, Paul Goldberger said Bayley’s 1977 Reception Hall “was built as
seriously as anything by the eclectic architects of the American 1920s...a worthy effort, rich in visual 
pleasure, and an important milestone in the steady movement away from a world of just steel and‐
glass modernism.”

 
Reception Hall – before                                       Reception Hall – After

It's insanity to destroy Bayley's elegant and exuberant 1977 space just to insert a second-level gift 
shop & administrative offices.—Particularly since a staff lounge and administrative offices already exist
above a portion of the existing hall.—And especially since the proposed gutted and reconfigured 
reception hall is so corporately anodyne and flavorless. 

On twitter, one wag has said that “In her Frick Collection interiors™ @SelldorfArch has pulled-off the 
neat trick of making a museum's public spaces exactly resemble those found in today's luxury condos.”
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No one objects to the Frick expansion—it's both erroneous and disingenuous to characterize 
opposition as NIMBY-ism.

If the Frick was more willing to explore and utilize existing underground space within the Frick 
campus, including two floors of virtually empty space in the basement and subbasement under the 
mansion itself,  there would be less pressure for the Frick to justify devouring itself by demolishing 
existing historic rooms and building a large building.

The Cooper-Hewitt Museum has perused exactly this strategy in its recent expansion.

It should also be noted that both the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the New York Public Library 
now utilize off-site spaces to relieve expansion pressure on their landmark buildings. 

The prohibition about using the basement was dictated by the Frick, not the architect, and it 
proscribes what this architect can do. By not allowing the existing basement levels to be adapted and 
reused, the Frick is forcing construction and demolitions above ground which jeopardize significant 
historical features of the Frick's landmark collection of buildings, interiors, and garden spaces.

The Music Room (1938) & Reception Hall (1977) are key layers in the Frick's architectural history.
Sacrificing two of its very best, most historically significant rooms is a mistake we will regret for 
generations to come. It is essential for the Commission to evaluate today’s proposal in light of the 
potentially catastrophic effects upon two potential interior landmark spaces, and to immediately 
consider interior designation of these beautiful, historically significant, and perilously threatened 
rooms.

Respectfully,

Theodore Grunewald
Vice President
The Committee to Save the New York Public Library
232 East 11th Street
New York, NY 10003

Website: http://www.saveNYPL.org
Twitter: https://twitter.com/saveNYPL  Tweet us at: @saveNYPL
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SaveNYPL

mailto:TheodoreGrunewald@architectureNYC.com
Office: 212-929-1373
https://twitter.com/TedGrunewald  Tweet me at: @TedGrunewald
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